Cyber Security
CAC Noida is an ISO 9001:2015 certified training center with professional experience that dates back to 2005.
The vision is to provide professional education merging corporate culture globally to the youth through
technology resourcing and knowledge consulting with emerging technologies. Quality assurance parameters
for each stage of training and development are ensured at all levels. The operating office is solely based Noida
(U.P) India.
CAC Noida is the well-known Cyber Security training center in Noida with high tech infrastructure and
friendly environment. We provide hands on practical knowledge and full job assistance with basic as well as
advanced level
CAC Noida is one of the best Cyber Security training institute in Noida with 100% placement record. CAC
Noida has well defined courses and modules with training sessions for developers. At CAC Noida, Cyber
Security training is conducted by specialist Trainers having experience of more than 10+ years.
CAC Noida is well-equipped Cyber Security training center in Noida and we offer job oriented Cyber Security
training program keeping an eye on industry requirements and future prospects. Each and every one who is
part of “CAC Noida” is important to us. Every student has the freedom to discuss and learn. We always take
care that right student choose right course.
Cyber Security is the one of high in demand course today and CAC Noida provides practical exposure to all
the concepts, contents are well-structured to meet the industry requirements.
We are confident that Cyber Security training we deliver is at a fantastic standard and are constantly striving to
improve and become even better. We believe that Cyber Security training should be well planned, well
prepared, fit for purpose and delivered by trainers who are motivational and inspirational, trainers who can
make learning interesting and will make a difference to your people and your organization.
Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) is a qualification obtained in assessing the security of computer systems, using
penetration testing techniques. The code for the CEH exam is 312-50; The certification is in Version 9 as of
late 2015.

Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
CISSP certification is the ideal credential for those with proven deep technical and managerial competence,
skills, experience, and credibility to design, engineer, implement, and manage their overall information
security program to protect organizations from growing sophisticated attacks.
Who should attend?

Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
Enhance your career by earning CISA world-renowned as the standard of achievement for those who audit,
control, monitor and assess information technology and business systems.
The CISA designation is a globally recognized certification for IS audit control, assurance and security
professionals. Being CISA-certified showcases your audit experience, skills and knowledge, and demonstrates
you are capable to assess vulnerabilities, report on compliance and institute controls within the enterprise.
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